Price Changes Go Into Effect In Cafeteria

Student Lunch Special, A La Carte Meals To Be Offered: Ferguson, manager of the new cafeteria, will announce the changes.

The changes announced are:

Pork, per part .49
Individual plus .69
Broth, plus .60
Lamb, plus .79
Roast Beef, plus .69
Pork, plus .69

Seven advanced degrees in science and engineering will be awarded at IIT's commencement on Sunday, February 15.

7 to Receive Higher Degrees

Gas Institute Graduate Work To Be Suspended for Duration

The educational program of the Gas Institute of Technology will be suspended because of the war situation. Because there is no longer any authority for the granting of degrees to graduate students, the Gas Institute is trying to place its students where they will do the most good. What students will be commissioned in the navy and where they will be stationed will be determined by the War Department.

A few students will be retained by the Institute, but will be devoted to war work. The Institute has 20 students commissioned in the navy and some are on ships."
Men Of The Week
Farming and Engineering Are Subjects Which Capture Harry Beach's Interest
Armour Landscape

No - IT ISN'T THE WIND...

From Our Readers

Dear Editor:

Two years ago the situation in the lunchroom became intolerable and a strike was called. Once more conditions are approaching this state. Perhaps it can be avoided if the administration can answer these questions brought up by the students.

Why are prices constantly higher than other places run for profit?
Why aren't popular soft drinks sold, instead of the smallest twist on the market?
What happened to the hot dog and hamburger sandwiches?
Why, with all the help, are the tables never cleaned?

If there is not a thing wrong, why can't we return to the way we were?

Dear Editor:

Why do we have an extra plate of bread and two pieces of meat in the 11:00 lunchroom?

At this price there is approximately 3000 g. Yet the students consider it a non-profit organization.

It is given every day to our students, but is considered too much because we usually grab it.

The only answer is obvious enough. The Occo-Calls are not being used. So why do we have to pay for them?

If the cafeteria is losing money, then the administration should be cut from the budget. The students will realize that if prices don't go down, they may always have to bring their own lunches. How long will we put up with this?

Sincerely,

(Neatly Copy)

Dear Editor:

The occasional usage of the cafeteria is not a luxury. The students should be able to work for their own meals.

The point will be quickly made that because of the high cost of help today, prices increase. If the lunchroom is such a dire situation, then let the students bear the cost. But it is not necessary to do it by increasing the prices of the cafeteria, another non-profit organization, used to subsidize the lunchroom. These profits should be used to benefit the students. What could be a better way?

- H. R. BURKART

The salad bar in the Student Union lounge has been played over 3,000 times since it was built before Christmas. LOUIS REINO of the ASTP until worked as a grave digger during the summer, before joining the army.

LORENE ARNOTT, a student for 12 months, has crossed the Atlantic Ocean four times. During a period of three years before she was nine, SHIRLEY EVERSHEIM, Lewis Junior, visited Field Marshal Blanden, 120 times. JOHN BURCH, Junior Civil Engineer, had never been outside of Illinois until the basketball team recently traveled to Whiting, Indiana. MAX REIN, a junior civil engineer, attended an academy at Metz. ALICE LORRAINE, KENNETH SMITH, and ERNEST KLUGG, sophomore mechanical engineers, had only three grams of coffee in their homes. F. E. RICHTER, instructor of German, once traveled from Berlin to the north coast of Greenland:

SPEAK ABOUT DATA, Lewis freshman, attended an ITT speech from the National Science Foundation.
**At the Alumni Corner**

The musically inclined always remember that way, that is, for former members of the IIT musical clubs who display their talents in the Army and Navy bands. They are Robert E. Smith, 47, saxophone at Camp Murphy, Florida, Sol Specter, 47, violinist at Lovett, Ky.; Ronald Fisher, trombonist at Great Lakes; Theodore Halilhessinger, A’39, Wright Field, Ohio; and Conrad Mann, an oboe player at Camp Lee, Virginia.

---

### Such Is Life

**By Burt Frieid**

**At the Annual Fuss-Fant- Conclave**

**At the Alumni Corner**

**Other Compares**

The Alumni Corner is sponsored by the Alumni Association. It features news and information about the alumni and their activities. The contributors are alumni who share their thoughts and experiences. The content includes articles about the past, present, and future of the institution, such as the Alumni Corner, which highlights the achievements of alumni and their contributions to society. The Other Compares section includes a variety of topics ranging from comic strips to serious articles, providing a diverse range of content for the readers. The Fuss-Fant-Conclave is an annual event where alumni gather to celebrate and share their experiences. These stories are not only informative but also entertaining, making the Alumni Corner a valuable resource for alumni and prospective students alike. The content is carefully curated to ensure that it is relevant and engaging, reflecting the values and spirit of the institution.
Matmen Defeat Wheaton 22-6
To Gain 4 Match Win Streak

Illinois Tech matmen scored their second victory of the season on Friday night by a score of 22-6. The team record now stands at three wins in five matches for the year.

Touchdown Tourneys Finalists to Play

Following a playoff at several weeks the final day of the Tourney will again show signs of life when three of the five Illinois teams, Glenville, Biggs, and Illinois Tech, converge on the 15th floor of the 15th floor.

IM Basketball

In Full Swing

The Soph Bombers overcame an 8-point lead to beat the Sophymen 35-32. The Sophs used a great game by their center to get the lead back and take the final win.

Pi Kappi Phi Leads Fraternity Tourney

Pi Kappi Phi Fraternity faced off against the Phi Beta Kappas in a basketball tournament by defeating the Delta Chi and Trianglers fraternities.

Cagers Beat George Williams 45-43; 12th Great Victory

Amending their twelfth straight triumph, the IIT Cagers (George Williams: 45-43, 4th) battled George Williams for the 12th time, losing by 10 points for the 12th straight time.

Lewis Cagers Play 6 Games

In an all-night basketball game, IIT played five games last week on the west campus. The season's highest-scoring game, the last game played under protest, was a 10-9 game.

Techawc Five To Play Twice

Two games are on the Techawc schedule this week as they meet the University of Chicago Arco Gym team Wednesday and the University of Illinois Wednesday.

Senior Chem Lead As Bowling Tourney Nears End, but Title Not Clinched

Don Melchiorre (110, 110) at the Senior Chem bowling tournament. The Chem bowling team was defeated by the Illinois Tech bowling team.

Boxers Lose to Navy Pier, 6-1

The Tech boxers lost their first match to Navy Pier, 6-1, in a hard-fought contest. Navy Pier had the advantage of having the home court.

Techawc Five To Play Twice

Two games are on the Techawc schedule this week as they meet the University of Chicago Arco Gym team Wednesday and the University of Illinois Wednesday.

Senior Chem Lead As Bowling Tourney Nears End, but Title Not Clinched

Don Melchiorre (110, 110) at the Senior Chem bowling tournament. The Chem bowling team was defeated by the Illinois Tech bowling team.

Quarter Finals Reached in Badminton Tournament

The Illinois Tech badminton tournament has reached the quarterfinals. The schedule for the tournament has been released, and the matches will be played over the next few weeks.

Illinois Tech Wrasstlers Defeat George Williams

The Wrasstlers scored two points against George Williams in a match played on Friday night. The team's overall record is now 2-1-1.

The news in the Golden Gloves tournament is this week. Since 12 of our boxers have qualified, JTU students should have a keen interest in this year's tournament. The schedule of bouts is as follows:

- Merrill v. Brown, 14
- Landis v. Miller, 14
- Thompson v. Brown, 14
- Bell v. Clark, 14
- Jones v. Williams, 14
- Scott v. Moore, 14
- Martin v. Johnson, 14
- Rice v. Franklin, 14
- White v. Washington, 14
- Jackson v. Green, 14
- Brown v. Jones, 14
- Miller v. Thompson, 14
- Clark v. Bell, 14
- Moore v. Landis, 14
- Franklin v. Rice, 14
- Washington v. Martin, 14
- Johnson v. Scott, 14
- Green v. White, 14

The tournament will be held in the gymnasium on Friday night. The matches will start at 7:30 PM.
Recent Expansion in Foundation Creates A Demand for 40 Additional Scientists. "The expansion of the Foundation's facilities during the past year has necessitated an increase of about 40 scientists," says Dr. Francis W. Gwinn, assistant director of the Foundation. The new positions are being filled by the Research Division and the Institute of Biochemistry, both of which are expanding their research programs.

Twenty Initiated into Pi Tau Sigma. Twenty students and professors were initiated into Pi Tau Sigma, mechanical engineering honor society, at a recent meeting of the society.

Cast Metals Lab is Cleaned, Repainted. A new lab for the Cast Metals Laboratory at the University of Illinois was recently repainted and cleaned. The lab is used for the study of the properties of metals and alloys.

Rat Diet Studied in Home Ec Research. A study of the effects of diet on the growth of rats was conducted at the University of Illinois.

June Graduates Make Record Jewelry Sales. June graduates made a record in jewelry sales at the University of Illinois.

I.I.T. BARBER SHOP
Located in Basement of Student Union
Phone: Columbia 2014
CIVILIANS CAN GET HAIRCUTS OR SHAVES
Every Monday through Saturday
Appointments will be appreciated.

Alfie Chi Sigma Pledge Plan Plays for Autos. The pledge of Alfie Chi Sigma will give a prize for the active members who have the highest percentage of attendance at the pledge meetings.

Godwin Takes Pleasure Joint on Rusty Rails While Society Awaits Arrival. Members of the American Chemical Society have been invited to a joint meeting with the Rusty Rails White Society. The meeting will be held at the Rusty Rails restaurant.

Nine Are Initiated in Armour Eye. Nine new members were initiated into the Armour Eye fraternity.

Foerster Elected ASCI President. Richard Foerster, senior civil engineering student, was elected president of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCI).

I.I.T. Junior Night! Every Friday! EDDIE OLIVER HIS PIANO AND HIS ORCHESTRA
ENTERTAINMENT
ANN JUDD JR. ROBERT DANCEY DORIS BRIGGS STAN RYAN & CO. CAROLYN & TED ADAMS
STUDENT DISCOUNT Get student's discount on Student Bookstore.

Edgewater Beach Hotel
3300 Block Sheridan Road
SLAPSTICK FLY WHERE IT MAY

First Reader: "Tell me, do you ever expect to find me here again?"
Second Reader: "No, but it's a lot of fun making sure they do!"

"Where did this man come from?" the lawyer asked, "in a bunch of promoters?"
"It's a crazy world, isn't it?"
"No, no, you don't understand me, I mean, where do these people come from?
"He suspected it in his arms, sir."

"At 6:30 A.M. I saw a woman hitching a ride on the street.
"Had I been late, my life would have been in danger, sir."

Prof: "What is the greatest water power known to man?"
Student: "Women's tears."

"Well, doctor, how am I?"
"Pretty well; your legs are a bit wobbly, but that's because you've been standing all day."
"I understand."
"If your legs were so wobbly, I'd have to call the doctor."
"Lamb: "Jack told me I was the eighth wonder of the world."
"Bomer: "What did you say?"
"Lamb: "I told him to let me catch him with any of the others."

"Where is the picture that?"
"Oh, that's a picture of me when I was a baby.""Go on, don't be a baby!"

"I'm sorry, I was just thinking of a picture that was taken when I was a baby."

Eর Yarn Selmanian: "I represent the Mountain West Company, sir. Would you be interested in some of our yarns?"

"There's a picture of me when I was a baby."

Hark to the Banquet By Koppa Phi Dolls

Kappa Phi Delta society at Lurio plans a hark to the banquet on February 19, at Palm Park, according to the announcement made by Florence Barratt, president of the society. Florence Cartlott, vice-president, is in charge of the details of the transportation arrangements.

The society's "Hark West" was held last weekend. The pledges were dressed in appropriate hark West costumes. Long skirts, plumed hats, and bonnets, were all part of the attire.

Last Monday, the informal initiation was held at 8 p.m. at Evelyn Stepney's, 52 West 11th Floor.

Alpha Sigma Phi to Hold Juke Box Social

The Alpha Sigma Phi Beta Fraternity social will be held this evening, at 8:30, at the Student Union Lounge by Zeta Beta Alpha. A special and honorary members have been invited to attend.

Alpha Kappa Alpha to Hold Senior Farewell

The Alpha Kappa Alpha Beta Fraternity will be held at the Hamilton Hotel, Saturday, Feb. 6.

The Alpha Sigma Phi Beta Fraternity has been invited to the graduation banquet, announced President B. C. Harris.

Four new initiates were also present, the meeting being attended by President B. C. Harris, who presented the Alpha Sigma Phi Beta Fraternity with a gavel, on behalf of the Alpha Sigma Phi Beta Fraternity.

Six Men Initiated at Eta Kappa Nu Banquet

The Eta Kappa Nu, national honorary electrical engineering fraternity, initiated four new members on Monday evening at the Eta Kappa Nu Banquet, held at the Eta Kappa Nu headquarters, 52 West 11th Street.